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Abstract 
Over the years, right from the creation of the world, rules and regulations 

continued to guide and govern the lifestyle of humans, actions and behavioral 

characters. Even the agents of socializations which include the family, school, 

church, and mass media, peer group, community and many more are not 

exceptions, rather they are strong exponents and custodians of these laws. Ethics 

means rules, regulations and standard principles of practice especially in tonal 

music. In the Christendom, ethics and morality have become a familiar phrase 

guiding the conduct and character of members of particular denominations. 

Therefore, this paper focuses on the appraisal and controversies of some of those 

rules in composition, the origin and reasons for these rules, their exceptions and 

other laws both in nomenclatures of musical notes, melody and harmonization, 

word painting and other aesthetics respectively. Using the observation and 

analytical method, the study sought to suggest relatively standard principles to 

guide the practices of music practitioners. Furthermore, recommendations were 

made to enhance the preservation and continual use of these laws. 

 

Keywords: Ethics, Music, Composition, Appraisal. 

 

Introduction/Theoretical pathway 

Ethics is a branch of philosophy that involves systematizing, defending, and 

recommending concepts of right and wrong conduct. Ethics seeks to resolve questions of 

human morality/reasoning by defining concepts such as good and evil, right and wrong, 

virtue and vice, justice and crime. Ethical Concepts are used for clear understanding of the 

terms, concepts and distinctions that people commonly use to express moral or ethical 

problems and concerns enables us to identify what is ethically significant (or "morally 
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relevant") in a situation. Understanding the ethical significance of the problems we face is 

the first step in responding well to them. 

 

Humanitarianism is an active belief in the value of human life, whereby humans practice 

benevolent treatment and provide assistance to other humans, in order to better humanity 

for moral, altruistic and logical reasons. It is the philosophical belief in movement toward 

the improvement of the human race in a variety of areas, used to describe a wide number 

of activities relating specifically to human welfare. A practitioner is known as a 

humanitarian. Humanitarianism is an informal ideology of practice; it is "the doctrine that 

people's duty is to promote human welfare."  Humanitarianism is based on a view that all 

human beings deserve respect and dignity and should be treated as such. Therefore, 

humanitarians work towards advancing the well-being of humanity as a whole. It is the 

antithesis of the "us vs. them" mentality that characterizes tribalism and ethnic nationalism. 

Humanitarians abhor slavery, violation of basic and human rights, and discrimination on 

the basis of features such as skin colour, religion, ancestry, or place of birth. 

Humanitarianism drives people to save lives, alleviate suffering, and promote human 

dignity in the middle of man-made or natural disasters. Humanitarianism is embraced by 

movements and people across the political spectrum. The informal ideology can be 

summed up by a quote from Albert Schweitzer: "Humanitarianism consists in never 

sacrificing a human being to a purpose."  

 

The issues of ethics affecting composition have continued to be arguable for many 

practitioners using many schools of thought to support these arguments. A few theories 

also abound to buttress those claims, others are philosophies that have continued to be 

propounded over the years but the most of them are free and inborn. This is to make us 

realize that man made these laws and not the laws made for man in the reverse. According 

to Achinivu (1979). 

 

In composition, the means is unimportant; correctness means nothing in 

itself, the effect is everything and the composer tries to make his piece more 

beautiful so that his composition may be effective yet there are certain 

qualities which all musicians would agree, are fundamental to a successful 

composition, a sense of movement or flow, a balanced formal structure, a 

balance of unity and variety; a homogeneity of style (p. 120) 

 

In line with the above statements, one realizes that although many rules abound, the 

composer’s ingenuity and choice of craft still prevails in many regards, his handling of 

materials, originality and dexterity are of utmost concern. This is referred to as artistic 

freedom.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altruism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tribalism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnic_nationalism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slavery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrimination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Schweitzer
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Many rules are evident in composition listed down as follows: 

1. No doubling of thirds of major triads 

2. No consecutive fifths and octaves (perfects only) 

3. No usage of augmented 4ths or diminished 5ths, the devil’s intervals in melody 

line. 

4. The law of adjectival and some pronouns word as mostly used as an anacrusis 

beats at beginning of most music. 

5. Why scansion of words must be divided into parts with some parts caring the real 

word, others are 

6. The law for word painting 

7. The reason for divergent nomenclatures of musical note. 

8. The issue of symmetrical balance. 

 

The laws above have many exceptions and controversies; therefore, the researcher suggest 

to find out why this persist knowing that many if not all are still used in abundance tracing 

many evidence for the reasons of the usage. Albert (2014), Nelson and Christensen (2006) 

outline some characteristics of melody writing thus: 

 

1. Consider the form you will like to use in your melody to ascertain phrasal 

flows and cadential points that may be employed. 

2. Ensure that your melodies, phrases, sections and segments may be 

symmetrically balanced. 

3. Word paintings should be encouraged in relation to appropriate literal 

meanings and understanding. 

4. If the music is a choral music, then consider the rise and fall of the syllables to 

fix correct tonally reflected pitches with speech rhythm 

5. If the music is a hymn, then consider the following: (a) rhymes (b) poetic 

realization (c) tune name (d) syllable for metre (e) psalmody style (free metre) 

and (f) numerical style (mixed rhythmic meter) (g) theological or scriptural 

content of the text (h) topical variables 

6. Use the intervals of 2nds, 3rds, and 4ths as a standard for your melody writing, 

others like 5ths and 6ths may also be used but 7ths and 8ths should be rarely 

used, except the need arises according to tonal inflexions else should be 

avoided, to make good melodies that creates conjunct movements and 

connected sounds, good contours and graphs. 

7. Slurs and articulations should be used to show proper voice leading when text 

of the music extends beyond normal phrases to show points of precisions of 

phrases to avoid ambiguous intuitions and corrections. 
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8. When sequences are used, care should be taken to balance phrases and 

realizable breathing passages in agreement with well-planned and structured 

speech rhythms of text. However, the number of models of sequences used 

should be consciously checked and put to consideration. 

9. Employ the use of melismatic notes as a means to extend phrases to become 

balanced when the need arises and also for literal meanings of action words to 

be clearly expressed and understood. 

10. Cadences should occur at notes that are sustained and should meet criteria of 

cadential points 

11. Melodies must be easy to remember and simple melodies must have question, 

call, fore or antecedent phrase and the answer, response, after or consequent 

phrase which may be similar, varied or contrast of one another both in melody 

and rhythms but may be equal in length where applicable. 

Discussing the Laws 

The Issue of not Doubling Thirds (3rds) of Major Triads (Chord) 

Primary or major triads are referred to as chords I, IV and V as we already know. Their 

qualities include the root, a major third from the root and a perfect fifth from the root, as a 

rule in harmonization, the third should not be doubled, however, the root and fifth can be 

doubled. But this rule has three different exceptions 

 

1) The third can be doubled if the harmonic progression is in contrary motions, and 

harmonized with a major chord. See Methodist Hymn Book. No. 447, bar 1, beat 2 

(p.392) and Ancient and Modern Revised No. 240 second Tune maidston – 7777.D, 

bar 2,6,14,17,18 and 27 respectively (p.318). Also see Ancient and Modern Revised 

No. 243 Harewood - 6666. 4444 bar 1, beat 2 and line 3, bar 1, beat 2 respectively 

(p.323). Finally, Ancient and Modern Revised No. 263 Irish Common Metre, line 

2, bar 1 beat 2 (p.332) in all Methodist Hymn Book No. 394 just as I am, bar 6 beat 
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1 and 2 (p.349). See diagram below with example marked asterisk, an excerpt from 

“I know that my Redeemer lives” in A. G. Albert book of composition titled Job. 

 

2) The third can be doubled if the harmonization is done in octaves in the bass part 

see Ancient and Modern Revised No. 365 Praise, my soul - 87.87.87 bar 3 (p.483) 

also see Ancient and Modern Revised No. 376 Laudate Dominum – 1010111 verse 

4, in UNISON, line 1, bar 4, beat 3 a (p.501). Similarly, Handel also used this 

exception extensively in his composition book titled “The Messiah” octavo version 

seen in the diagram below with example marked asterisk. 
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3) The third used as a single pitch (divisi) only by two voice parts. See Ancient and 

Modern Revised No. 258 line 2, bar 5, beat 1 (p.346). In continuation, Obicheta 

(2013) and Warbuton (1976) agree with these assertions. See Methodist Hymn 

Book No. 451 Sursum CORDA bar II, beat 1. In summary, when thirds of major 

chords/triads are used, it should be approached and resolved by steps or seconds. 

See next diagram with example marked asterisk, an excerpt from “I know that my 

Redeemer liveth” from A. G. Albert book of composition titled Job. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Rule of No Consecutive Fifths  

In counterpoints, fifths are seen as concords, in intervals they are grouped under perfects 

but in harmony writing, consecutive fifth are not allowed as a rule in four-part western 

harmony especially. But Obicheta (2013) observes thus: 

 

Take note of certain rules e.g. (i) Parallel 5th  (ii) Parallel 8ve  (iii) Parallel Unison. But where 

it involves one parallel fifth and one diminished, a parallel fifth is acceptable (p.315). The 

rule stated above has been used in abundance by hymn writers especially and many other 

composers in other pieces. See Methodist Hymn Book No. 91 miles lane, 1st line 2nd bar, 2nd 

and 3rd beat, soprano and Alto parts (p.85). Also, see Methodist Hymn Book No. 173 line 

2, bar 3, beat three (3) and four (4) of tenor and bass part (p.160) Methodist Hymn Book 

No. 292 MANCHESTER line 1, last bar, beat 1 and 2 in soprano and alto parts (p.259). 

Others are Ancient and Modern Revised No. 373 Richmond – C.M line 1, bar 1,3rd beat 

(p.497) Ancient and Modern Revised No. 411 second, tune Bread of Heaven – 77.77.77 bar 

1,beat 1 and 2 in soprano and Alto parts (p.558). Methodist Hymn Book No. 368 St. Swithin, 

6.6.6.6.8.8 bar 1, beat 1 and 2 in soprano and alto parts respectively (p.326). The above 

stated rules are the exceptions to the law of no consecutive 5ths and octaves. Similarly, 

Handel’s octavo edition of the “Messiah”, many other composers like J.S. Bach and John 
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Stainer to mention a few also used the same exception of parallel 8ths in their books 

“Christmas Oratorio” and “Crucifixtion” respectively. See next diagram with example 

below. 

 

 

The last example shown with the diagram is the resolution of the German 6th chord, which 

naturally causes consecutive 5ths. The exception is a suspension of any note in alto or bass 

part before resolution, or applying auxiliary notes, either upper or lower 

 

The Devil’s Intervals or Diabolis In Musica (Augmented 4ths or diminished 5ths) 

This rule came into existence during the renaissance period in music history. The 

Apollonian and Dialussian chords are all follow up of the following reason. When the 

church high-jacked and overtook the music practice from the peasants in the Greek 

community, they began to encourage the elites to support the church; these acts of 

reciprocation caused scarcity of funds from the peasant practitioners. It therefore, became 

easy for the church to stop most practice attributed to their goddess as the church leaders 

claimed. The patronage system also came into existence to encourage performing 

musicians at the time to move attention to the church. It was when all these have been 

achieved that the church leaders made the continued use of the diabolis in musica (devils’ 

interval or fourth) Augmented 4th and diminished 5th forbidden. These have become a 

standard rule in composition over the years especially in the melody part. Exceptions to 

this law was noticed in the 20th Century music practices, when tri-tone was used 

abundantly and flourish in tone-rows in post-modern musical practices by twentieth 

century composers like Bela Batok in atonal music respectively. See next diagram with 

examples below. 
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Anacrusis 

The researcher observed that words like “THE” and “THY” especially are mostly used as 

anacrusis beats at the beginning of most piece of music. Others used are pronouns, 

although a few exceptions were noticed. The Chambers Dictionary (1998) edition defines 

adjectives as “a word” added to a noun to qualify it or to limit its denotation by reference 

to qualify, number or position. It also defines a pronoun as “a word used instead of a noun” 

(p.1317).  The following are some of the hymns with the following first line. 

 

1. Thy Kingdom Come O God 

2. The God of Abram’s Praise 

3. The King of Love my Shepherd is. 

4. The day thou gavest, Lord is ended. 

5. The day is past and over. 

6. The day of Resurrection 

7. The Church’s one foundation 

8. The heavens are telling. by Bach 

9. The King shall rejoice. by Handel 

 

Others songs affected by pronouns are  

1. Rise up O men of God 

2. There is a green hill far away 

3. Thou didst leave thy throne 

4. My God how wonderful thou art 

The researcher observed that the other anacrusis-patterned beat still has elements of 

adjectival or pronoun or its related words in the sentence structure of such music. 

 

The Rule of Scansion of Text 

Scansion deals with separation of words into syllables that still considers the meaning of 

the original word. Some words also carry either prefix or suffix. See examples of words 

with prefix 
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 Un-able 

 Un-common 

 Ex-change 

 On-top 

 En-large.  

Others are words with suffix 

 Sure-ly 

 Brave-ly 

 Kind-ness 

 Use-less 

 Prompt-ed 

 End-ed 

 Wait-ing,  

 End-ing 

 Close-ure 

 The rest have both prefix and suffix e.g. 

 En-count-er 

 En-chant-ing 

 En-close-ure 

Yet there are still words that do not have neither prefix nor suffix but rather are one 

compound word like, 

 En-sem-ble 

 e-xam-ple 

 re-en-burse 

 mag-ni-fy 

 glo-ri-fy 

However, the challenging ones are words of two syllables and their scansion, whereas 

using one or two syllabic words at a melismatic passage is even more problematic. See two 

syllabic words 

 Glo-ry 

 Prais-es 

 Ex-tol 

 Ex-alt 

 Em-blem 

 Com-fort 

 Peo-ple 
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The following are words with repeated alphabet in between the word like 

 Shin-ning 

 Lul-la-by 

 Af-fec-ted 

 Bil-lion 

 Bil-low 

 Dig-ging 

 Val-ley 

 Ac-cross, Bles-sed, Soc-cour, Whol-ly. 

 Pres-sing, Af-ford, Sup-port, Hap-py, Writ-ten, Mat-ter, Tomor-row, Sor-rows. 

 Clap-ping, At-tend, Sup-pli-ing, As-sur-ance,  

 Phil-lip-pians 

 Cur-rup-ti-ble (see Handel’s Messiahs, The trumpet shall sound) 

The exceptions to these are single syllabic words that have ame alphabet at the end like 

 Tell   

 Roll 

 Call 

 Sell, Well, Swell, Will. 

These words are spelt completely before suffix can be added. Like “tellest” and “rolling”. 

It is a rule that words of the last examples given are scanned in between same alphabet as 

shown above. The last of them are words of one syllable used at melismatic passages. These 

words are written fully but the phrase marks which are usually a curved long line will 

begin on the word and run across the passage to the end. Words like these are exemplified 

in many compositions of choral anthem works and at refrain sections of many hymns. 

Sometimes, the words may be two syllables. Handel used those of one syllabic word 

extensively in his book of composition, the messiah. Some of the words are mostly 

pronouns, adjectives or action words that suggest happiness and expectation of good 

things like: 

 Born 

 Praise 

 Turn 

Others are two syllabic words like: 

 Praises 

 Glory 

 Gloria 
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However, composers still have the right of creativity to create melismatic passages with 

any words of their choice, irrespective of the rules given above. This is to show ingenuity 

and to complete irregular phrases, and for symmetrical balancing, respectively. 

 

Word Painting 

Word painting began with the baroque period as characteristics of the period. It deals with 

words that are mostly action words and their connoted literal meanings and effects. 

Handel used this in his book of composition the “Judah’s Maccabaeus” in the song titled 

“Sing unto God”. The word, “praise” as decorated with melismatic passages to show the 

longevity of praising a Supernatural being. Similarly, he also used it in his book of 

composition titled the “Messiah” in the song “For Unto us a Child is born”. Here, he also 

painted the word, “born” with a melismatic passage to make it tasking or the singers. Just 

to also show that in literal understanding, a women in labour goes through pains before 

she had to deliver her child. Albert also used this ideology in his book of composition 

“Sacred Preludes and Anthems” and “Job” respectively. He introduced word paintings on 

two songs, “Job my husband curse the Lord and die” and “Give thanks to the Lord”. On 

the former, he applied it on the word “curse” and on the later he applied on the word 

“rejoice”Finally, he also applied it on the bass part of the song titled “the Mortals dirge”, 

here the word “earth to earth” was painted, according to him, when you attend the 

interment during a burial, you will likely hear a sound of sand dropping into the grave 

“gbum,” once earth to earth, ash to ash and dust to dust were mentioned. So, the octave 

displacement was to depict such part of the text to agree with the literal meaning or effect 

of the sound so created. The popular Christmas Carol “ding dong merrily on high had to 

also paint the word “glory” in that music at the refrain part to connote the longevity of 

time it takes to say Glory be to God on high. 

 

Divergent Nomenclatures of Musical Notes and Their Functions 

There had been issues on which of the nomenclatures to use about musical notes, whether 

the British or the Americans. While many argued that because Nigeria was colonized by 

the British, it is supposed to be their terms we should use in agreement to their spellings, 

others argue that any can be used. It seems easier to use the American nomenclature since 

it agrees with analytical line of thought perfectly. See diagramme next for more 

understandable explanation. 
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The diagram just shown if used for analytical study, agrees perfectly with the study of time 

signatures knowing that each note of the second, third and fourth appearing on the 

diagram determine a standard value or note type that decides the number of beats in a bar 

in the study of time signature or its teaching effectively. Using the American nomenclature 

becomes better and preferable and easy to teach with, knowing that two half notes make 

up a whole note, four quarters make up a whole note of eight number of eight notes also 

sums up to a whole note respectively, rather than using semibreve, minims, crotchets and 

quavers that become very confusing to students in understanding. The researcher’s 

experience on this line of thought has proved productive on many occasions. We need to 

incorporate it to teaching methods to agree with composite and micro interpretations and 

explanation of other classroom teaching, although teaching with the both has no 

disadvantage at all. 

 

Symmetrical Balance 

The Google English dictionary (2002) defines symmetrical as “Exhibiting Symmetry; 

having harmonious or proportionate arrangement of parts; having corresponding parts or 

relation”. (p. 215). In the study of melody writing, we often use the word symmetrical 

balance in relation to the two parts of melody during teaching and learning.  These are the 

call, fore, question or antecedent phrase and the answer, after or consequent phrase 

respectively, but the endings must show continuation and finality in relation to the 

cadences used. Although, the two phrases may be equal in length but the former may have 

a different rhythmic pattern while the latter will continue in a contrasting rhythm 

respectively. These enhance the student’s ability and appreciation of the study to improve 

on both rhythm and pitch creativity alike. It also helps in the study of poetic metre and 

footings. A poem of common metre may be said to be in numerical form of 6.5 6.5. 

grouping or ABAB, pattern of  rhyme scheme as an example. The improved knowledge 
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and understanding of this or symmetry will go a long way in analysis of length of pieces 

and decision making too in analytical study of long pieces especially symphonies and 

many other instrumental works. 

 

Conclusion  

There is need to continually review the ethics that guide the craft of composers, by 

propounding new theories and philosophies in line with current and recent 

practices/challenges of our contemporary time and age. A few laws have been reviewed in 

this research amidst several others. Theorists need to review quite a number of laws that 

have become somewhat controversial in the practice. Laws are needed to guide the 

standard of practice, not to limit creativity or destroy the practice. 

 

Recommendations 

1) Researcher’s must continue to write standard literature to clear the many 

controversies that surround the rules being used currently. 

2) Topics that begin and end at the gown should be discouraged. Example of such is 

the Palestrina strict (modal) counterpoint of the first three species. However, the 

fourth and fifth species can remain as it is still functional in relation to other 

contrapuntal techniques of composition with regard to musical notes and values 

in practice. 

3) The American nomenclature of music notes may be used more often in teaching 

because it is functional in analysis. 

4) The study of counterpoint is still necessary and very important techniques of 

harmonization that cause interest and excitements because of its polyphonic 

texture in practice, however, the crotchet or quarter note should be the standard 

note to determine other species. In this instance, crotchet or quarter note as first 

species, quavers or eight note as second and semiquavers or sixteenth as third and 

so on. 
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